
 
 

PERMA FOR TEACHER WELLBEING 

We all know teaching can be stressful with us having to be involved in about 

1000 interpersonal contacts every day (Holmes 2005). The quality of this 

contact can either jeopardize or enhance wellbeing. Given we as educators 

want to make valuable contributions to the lives of others, it is imperative we are 

able to support our own wellbeing in the process. 
 

Here are some tools that follow Martin Seligman’s PERMA Model of wellbeing. 

Give yourself the gift of wellbeing as together you flourish. 

 
 

P 

Positive Emotions 

 Track the good stuff by keeping a gratitude journal or 

download a gratitude app 

 Set     up a notice board of achievements by staff that asks 

the question, What    Went Well 

 Practice a random act of kindness eg, helping someone, offer 

support, give resources etc 

E 

Engagement 

 Identify your top 3 character strengths and make a plan for 

how you can use them in everyday tasks 

 Clear the clutter from your desk to avoid distractions 

 Plan for ways to support your personal health as this effects 

concentration eg water, nutrition and sleep 

 Do something different in the classroom or staffroom eg, 

stand in a different place, conduct it outside, move your desk 

around. Notice the different perspective you have created 

R 

Relationships 

 Share a personal or professional story with a colleague 

 Find a mentor and set up a time to meet weekly 

 Put up a reminder of your “Circle of influence” ie the things you 

can control versus those things you can’t control 

 Join a committee or an online community, course or forum 

 Make a list of the top 5 people who influence you positively 

M 

Meaning 

 Clarify your job description and the role you play in the wider 

school community? 

 Acknowledge your role by recognizing what others get from it 

 Put some pictures on your desk of what is important to you 

 Remember what you love about your job 

 Consider the legacy you leave each day, week, term & year 

A 

Accomplishment 

 Ask yourself, how do I want my classroom to be? 

 Set a short term, medium and long term goal 

 Be SMART about it (specific, measurable, achievable, relevant, 

set a time) 

 Make a commitment to celebrate a weekly achievement with 

something that is personal and significant to you 

 Highlight completed tasks on your to-do list as achievements 

 

 

Be you, choose you & support you. Be the positive role model you already are to others 
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